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, 

Chemistry. - "Tlte Application of the The01'Y of Allot1'OPY to 
Elt!ctromotive Equilib?'ia" IV. By Prof. A. Sl\fITS and Dr.l 

A. H. W. ATEN. (Oommunicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Feb. 26, 1916). 

1. Int1'oduction. 
-

In some fOl'egoing papel's 1) it has all'eady been demonstrated that 
th.e phenomenon of passivity can be explained in a simple wny by 
the application of (he theory of allotropy to the electromotiye equi
librium metal-electrolyte. 

Accol'ding to this theot·y the meta) is complex, and with this 
complexity many different cases can present themsel ves. It IS possible 
that the complexity only eonsists in this that in the metal we have 
to do with an ionimtion-equilib1'ium of the meta!, exp,'essed e.g. by 
the eq uation : 

(1) 

lt is, ho wever, also possible, and this wiJl occur in the metals 
of which jons are known with different valency, that there exist 
side by side more such ionisation equilibria, and that just aR many 
as there are differently charged metal ions. 

Ij of the metal 111 there exist the ions J.11·· and ~1-", the two 
following ionisation eq nilibrIa wil! orclll' in the metal: 

.Ll1~J}r· + 2 () I 
and .lid;: Jir" + 3 () I (2) 

lt has further been pointed out that it is pORsible that the metal 
contains different kinds of ions, which have the same charge per 
!I.tem, but which diffeJ' in size, <:tS e.g. the ions JIJ.. and lJ12 ••• 

In this case the meta] is still more complicated, because then we 
must assume the following ionisation and dissociation equilihria: 

J.11 ~~r + 2 () 
Ji1

2 
~ M

2
:: + 4 () (3) 

~12~2jJ1 

BefOl'e we examine more closely the phenomena of polarisntion 
and passivity it is desirable to show to what new points of view 
the assumption of an ionisation equilibl'ium in a metal leads. 

We shall begin with showing this fol' the simplest rase, indicated 
by equation (1), and not until the conclusions to which this case 

1) These Proc. XVI, p. Hll j XVI, p. 699; XVII, p. 37. 
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gi ves ri&e, both vl'Ï th l'egard to the reactions w hich can take place 
between a metal and an electl'olyte, and to the 'potential diffel'ence 
metal-electl'ol),te, have been derived, will the phenomena of polari
sation and passivity for this ~implest case be discussed. 

Thus the whole will C'onstitute an introduction to the more thorol1gh 
ü'eatment of the other cases, indicated by equations (2) and (3). 

2. Solubility product of a metal. 

The new views which will be developed here, are based on the 
assumption that the electrons in a metal pliase and in the coexisting 
electrolyte behave as ions, so that the laws ,\ hich hold- fol' mole
cules and have been successfully applied to ions, can al'3o be t1'allS
ferred to the electrons. 

Let us now consIder the simplesl case, namely this that excluslVely 
the ionisation equilIbrium 

M;:'M" + 2 () 
exists in the melal M. 

If we now imrnerge this metal in pure water. uncharged atorns, 
metalions and electrons will pass info the water with the resl1lt 
that an ionisation equilibriurn is also established in this liquid. 

lf we apply the law of chemIcal mass act ion to the above ion
isation eq uilibrlUm, which exists in t!te liq'Ltid, we get:, 

]{ == (M~1;()Y (4) 

Now the liquid is in contact with the solid metal, so th at the 
liquid wil! be saturate with respect to the non-electric component, 
the uncharged metal atoms. The concentratlOn (11) IS, therefore, a 
constant, hence we may write: 

(5) 
ThiA product, which is, therefo1'e, a constant quantity for constant 

tempm'ature and pressure, we shall calI the solubi!ity p1'oduct o} 
tlte metal. 

The sllpposition that the complexity .of a metal exists in the 
, occurrence of metal atoms, metal ions, and electrons, which in case 

of unary beha\'Ïour of the metal, give rlse 10 the existenee of the 
ionisation equilIbrium l'epl'esented in equalion 1, leads therefore to 
an important idea, namely that of the solubility product of a metal, 
by means of which a number of electromotive processes can be 
sUl'veyed from one and the same point of view and can be accounted 
fol' in a plausible way, 
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3. EJJplanation of cl({fe1'ent electl'omotive p1'ocesses by the appli
cation of the idea: 

"80luóility p1'ochict of a metal" . 

a. Dissolving of metal~ by halo.1en. Suppose a metal to be 
immel'ged in a vessel of pure water, and then a halogen e.g. chlo
rine, to be added, it wi1I qnite depend on tbe sitnation of the two 
following eqUIlibria 

what wiJl happen. 

J1f;::' M" + 2 fJ 

and 2 fJ + Ct2 ;::. 2 Cl' 
(la) 

(6) 

If the concentration of the electrolls in the ionisation equilibrium 
(la) of the metal is greater than that in the equilibriUlU (6), the 
chlorine wiJl take away the electrons, which canses the homo
geneous equilibrium (1 a) to shift to the l'ighthand side, and the 
heterogeneou'3 eqllllibL'Ïum between : metal and electrolyte is broken. 
The metal will then send metal atoms, metal ions, arid electl'ons 
into solution, and so the metal can entirely go mto solution on 
sufficient addItion of chlorine. 

It now follows from what precedes that it will depend on the 
concentl'ation of the electrons emltted by the metal whether with 
the pl'evaihng chlorine concentration a shiftmg of (la) from left to 
l'ight is possible. 

The electl'on·concentration mentioned here wiU depend on the 
valne of the solubility prodnc\. of the metal, and it may, therefore, 
be predicted that metals with a relati\'ely large solubility product 
will dissolve in ehlorine water, whereas metalE> with a E>mall soln
bility product will not be attacked. It is. however, the question 
whether there is a metal so noble that the concentratio.n ot' tlle 
electl'OllS whi('11 ensnes thl'oug'h the iOJlisation of the metal is smaller 
than corresponds wlth ef'JUlhbrium (6). 

lt follows al1'eacly f1'01n t/tis that the base metals possess a 1'ela
tive{y g1'eat, ancl t!te noble metals a 1'elative~l/ smal! soZ,ubility p1'ocluct. 
'û. Dissolving of metrds in pure water. Now we might a180 

an8Wel the question why one metal dissolve'3 In ,vater and why 
another does not. 

Fot' this purpose we have to consider the equilibria: 

M;:' .l}[" + 2 fJ (la) 

and 2 fJ + 2 BOH;:' 2 OH' + H2 (7) 

lf we now have a metal with a great solubility product, then 
(fJ) is comparatively gl eat iJl (la), and the ,'eaction (7) can pl'oceed 
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from 1eft to l'ight. As the hydrogen then continually escapes, it 
will continue till 1he metal has entirely disappeared. 

1n t!tis way we come to the conclusion that _ the metal.'J wlzich act 
most stl'ongly on water, a1'e the metals with 1'elatively great solubility 
product. I 

c. Dissolving of metrds in acids. If we now consider the phe
nomenon that some metals give hydrogen generation with solutions 
of acids as Hel, B 2 804 , and othet·s do not, we see In the light 
of these considerations th at this phenomenon is entirely controlled 
by the equilibria: 

M;:'~1·· + 2 (J 

and 2 (J + 2 R· ;:. B 2 

(la) 

(8) 

from which we see that the metals with a relatively large solubility 
product wil! generate hydl'ogen, w'hereas the othel' metals do not 
do so. lVIetals as copper and silver etc. or in other words the noble 
metals, do not di~solve, because they luwe a too smal! solnbility 
prodnct. 

cl. Dissolving of metals in t!te solution of a mixture of a jeI'1'0-
and a je1'1'isalt. 

We can now easily give all exphtnation of the different conduct 
of the metals with respect to a solution of a mixture -of a ferro
and l;t ferrisalt. In tbis case we have to consider bèsides thc metal 
ionisation equilibrium: 

A1;:'M·· + 28 (la) 
~lso the equilibrium: 

Fe·· ~ Fe··· + (J. (9) 
If the electron-concentration of the equilibrium (9) in the solution 

nnder q,onsideration is greater than that which corresponds with 
the solllbility product of the metal, the electrol1s from the solution 
pass into the metal, and at the salDe time tbe ionisation equilibriUl'n 
(ia) shifts !rom rigbt to left both in the metal and in the solution, 
and metal deposits from the solution. Tbe metaJs th at be have thus 
are, of course, again metals with. a small solubility product, hence 
tbey behave with respect to the said solution of a mixture of ferro
and ferrisalts as an unassailable electrode. 

If on the other hand the metal possesses a relatively large SOlll
bility prod.uct) electrons wiII be withdrawn to the equilibrium (la) 
both in tlle solution and in the metal, and the metal goes into 
sollltion, the conVel'SiOll repl'esented by equation (9) proceeding from 
right LO left, in whie.h the fel'l'i-salt is therefore l'edtlCed to ferro-salt.' 

l'hi& tnkes place inter alia when 111 is the metal Zn. 
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e. Solution of the metal by withclrawal of ?rI,etal ions. 

We have 5hown here that a metal will dissolve when electrons 
are withdrawn from the homogeneous equillbrium: 

JJ1;: M .. + 28 

Of course th~ same thing happens when we succeed in diminish
ing the concentl'ation of t11e metal ions M ". Fol'. ihis pnrpose we 
sholtld have to tey to add a substance which yields a ('omple~ with 
the ion ~~1", the clissociation constant of which is exceedingly smal!. 
lt wil! be discussed latel' whether this is possible. 

4. .N e1l) 1'elations fol' t/te ·potential dUle1'ence metal-electrolyte. 

If in the derivation of the potential difference metal-electrolyte we 
take into account the ionisation equilibrium in the metal and in the 
coexisting ele(' tl'oly te, we get what fo11ows. 

For the simplest case for unary behaviour the equilibrium 

JJ1s ;: . .11 S + 8 s . ~10) 

wil! pre\'ail in the metal; the following correspondiIlg equilibrium: 

ML ;::. JJI L + 8 L . (11) 
in the coexisting liquid. 

The equilibrium bet ween melal and electrolyte can now be repre
sented by: 

Ms;:Ms+8S 
tt 
JJ1L;:' JJ1 i + 8 L 

hut this equilibrium is as a r111e accompanied, with a potential 
difference. . . 

For this potential difference we nov\' get., m contrast with the 
earlier view, the two following equations: 

anà 

fJ, M S - ~J.lIL 
~=----

F 
. . . (12) 

(13) 

I In the fh'st place we have therefol'e arelation (12), in which 
OCCU1'S the difference between the molecu/m' potentials of rhe melnl 
ion in the metal and in the solution, and in the second place a 
similal' relation (13), it:! \",hich instead of Ihe molecnlal' potentials of 
the metal ion, those of the electrons OCClll'. 
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'Ve shall now follow the method applied by VAN LAAR 1) in the 
derivation of NERNS'I-"S formula. 

Let us now execute the uSllal splitting up 0i the molecular ther
modynamic potential: 

(J = (1' + R T ln C. (14) 

in whic h (11 fol' dill1 ted states is only a fn nrtion of the tem perature ; 
we then get starting from (12): 

[L' - (1' '1 + RT ln (Ms' ) - RT ln (ML' ) 
.11 8 1, L 

1:::..=- ]i' (15) -

if we put in this: 

(16) 

we get 

b. = - - III K'111"+ln--RT[ (MS)] 
]i' (Mi) 

. (17) 

or 

RT [ l('.IL"' (M s)] 
b. = - F ln (M!,) ..... (170) 

lf we now start from the equfttion (13), we arrive in quite the 
same way at the eql1ation 

I:::.. = RT [zn 1('0 + ln (88 )]. . . . . . (18) 
]1 (8L) 

or 

6 = RT [zn [('e. (&8 )] . . . 
F (fiJ,) 

. (18a) 

When by a thel'filodynamic way tlle formula fur the potential 
diffel'ence bad been derived by VAN LAAH, it was demonstraled by 
Sl\lITS 2) what the physical meaning is of the quantity 1(, which 
occurs in VAN LAAR'!:; final formula instead of the Lösungstension P. 
Now we can find in the same way the physical meaning of the 
produets KIM (Ms) and 1Co (Os) in eql1ations (17a) and (1 Sa). 

It f01l0ws from eq u.ttion (17 a) that 

f:::..=0 
when 

In this case aIso 

J) Chem. Week bI. 41, 1905. 
Lehrbuch der theoretischen Elektrochemie (1907). 
2) 'I:hese Proc. IX, p. 2. 

. • (23) 
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(.till" = f1-JI[ 
S L 

(24) 

according to equation (12), from which follows that in this case the 
metal ions in the metal are in equilibrium with those in the solutioll, 
no po tenti(f,l difference existing between me(al nnd solution. Tbis 
eqnilibrium is therefore an equilibrium of sn.turation and the concen
tration of the metal ions in the salutions will therefore be a concen
tI'a/ion of saturation. Thel'efore the product 1C.v (Ms) represents 
the saturation concentration of the meial ions at definite temperature 
and pressure. 

That under the said circl1mstanres this product is really a con
stant follows from this that not only 1ClI, but also (Ais) is a 
constant quantity in case of unary behaviour of a metal at the 
same temperatul'e and pressure. 

If we now represent this concentration of satura6011 of the metal 
ions or in other words the metal ion solubility by ](M', then 

1C 111' (jJis) = Kl.l1 (25) 

and th en equation (17a) becomes: 

RT KilJ' 
1::.=--ln--. 

F (Mi) 
. . (26) 

, .. This is NERNST'S equatioll, in whirh instead of the Lösungstension 
P, the metal ion solubility ](.11' occurs. 

On purpose we have followed this course 111 order to show tbat 
the wen lmown relation for tlle potential difference is found when 
we only take tlle metal ions into account, whereas the role of the 
electl'ons is at least eql1ally important. 

Aeeordingly we get a much deeper insight when we also take 
the electrons into account. 

For this we must also make use of equation (18a). In this equa
tion first a simplifieation can, however, be applied. Just as we have 
been able to demonstrate just now thai the product 1('.u (Ms) 
repreE>ents the concentration of satllration of the metal ions, we ean 
show in entirely the same wa,y that lhe prodnet 1C 0 (Ob) indicates 
the eoncentrátion of saturation of tlle electrons. 

If for this qnantity we again introduee a simple symbol e.g'. 

]('0 (Os)=J(o ... (27) 

equation (18a) is simplified to: 

b. = Hl' ln ](0 • 
F (OL) 

. (28) 

We see from this that fol' a base metal ((hJ is g1'eatel' than lG. 
It is here the plaee to drawattention io an exceedingly remal'k-

96 
Proctlcdings Royal Acad. Amst~rdam, Vol. XVIII. 
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able phenomenon, VIZ. this that thongh e.g. for a base metal the 
solubili1j' of the metal ions is very great and those of the electrons 
very smalI, the solubilitj' product of a base metal possesses a com
paratively large value. 

The case we meet with here, is quite independent of all others, 
because in the solubilitj' product of a metal, metal ions and electrons 
occur, which influence each other and carry each other along, so 
th at they neutralize each other electrically except t'or a very small 
fraction. 

It is now clear that where the solubility of the metal jons is 
very great, and that of the elecrrons very smalI, the metal ions will 
not go info solution so mnch as when the electrons did not check 
the action, and that reversely tlle electrons will go nW1'e into solution 
than when theJ we re not attracted by the metal ions. Thu3 the 
e,'Cceedingly 1'ema1'lcable case presents ilself that the liqmd coexisting 
with a base metal, is unsatUl'ate as far as metal ions are concerned, 
but supersatllrate wit!! respect to the metal as far as electl'ons are 
concerned. This is accordingly the reason why the metal is negative 
with respect to the liquid. Fol' a noble metal exactly the re~erse is 
found. Thus we see thai accol'ding to these conslderations a much 
clearer idea of the elertromotive equilibrium can be obtained than 
was the caE>e with the old view. 

The equation (28), which waE> as onesided as equation (26), which 
was used up 10 now, can ~e of great service to us in many cases. 

We have already seen that· a noble metal, so a metal with a 
very smal! solubihty product, immerged in a eolution of' a mixture 
of a ferro- and ferri salt, is not attacked. With regard to the said 
solution the metal is an unassailable electrode, and electl'ons of the 
equilibrium 

Fe" =; Fe'" + fJ • . (9) 

pass f'rom the solution to the metal, while the ionisation equilibrium 
of' the metal shifts. 

Here where the two homogeneous equilibria in the solution have 
only one component, viz. the electrons, in common, the application 
of om' electron equation (28) immedlately gives the potential difference, 
when we consider that from equation (9) follows: 

hence: 

[( = (Fe"') «(h) 
(Fe" ) 

(29) 
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so that according to equation (28) 

RT [ 1 (Fe"')] 
J::,. = -~ ln J(o + ln--- . . . (30) 

1/ K (Fe") • 

from which it therefore appeal's that oul' formula differs from the 
I 

older one: 

RT 1 (Fe"') 
J::,.=-ln-~ 

F K (Fe") 

in th is that here the term In J(o is wanting. 
Tltis term, lwwever, is vel'y important because it appears fr01n it 

that d(ffe1'ent unassazlable elect1'odes vet cannot give enti1'ely tlw same 
potential d~!fel'ence, the electron solubility j01' the metals be,in,q different. 

By combmmg equations (26) anel (28) we now get a l'elation for 
the potential difference, in which botb the metal ions aud the electrons 
are taken into acconnt. 

When we add these equations we get: 

A __ RT[ln ]((J -ln (fh)] u . . • . , (31) 
2F KM- (ML) 

That th is new equation gives us a much better insight into the 
electl'omoti ve equilibriu m than the old one follows al ready fl'om this 
th at it enables us immediaiely to derive the equation fol' the potential 
difference for the case that a metal is immerged into a pe1fectly 
pZt1'e solvent. 

In this case too metal atoms, metal ions, and electrons of course 
go into solution, and as in the metal and in the liquid' the metal 
ions and electl'ons practically neulralize each othel' ever)'where except 
in the border layer 

(fh) = (Mi) . . . . . . . . (32) 

for this case where the metal ions and electrons originate excIusi vely 
from the metal, so that, the equation for the potential diffel'ence 
becomes in this case: '\ 

R'l' 1(0 
J::,. = - ln -. , . . . . . , (33) 

2F KM 

It follows therefore from th is that the potential difference between 
a metal and e.g. pure water can be shal'ply detined and possesses 
a finite value which is entirely determined bJ the solnbility of the 
electl'ons and by that of (he metal ions. 

Ij the sohtbility oj the rnetal ions is g1'eate1' than that of the 
elect1'ons, t/te metal wilt be cha1'[Jed negatively witlt 1'espect to the water, 
and positively in tlw opposite case. 

96~ 
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n. Introduction of the solubility product of tlte metal in t/le equation 
oj the potential dijf'e1·ence. 

It has been shown in chapter 3 that the solubility product of a 
nobie metal must be smaller than that of a base one. from whirh 
it follows that the potential difference metal solution must be a 
function of tile solubility pro~uct, and that su rh a one that for a 
greater value of the solubility produrt the metal gets a more negath'e 
potential. 

In the following way the solubility product is easy to introduce 
'into the equation for tbe potential difference. FOF: 

(.tos -(.toL 
1:::.=----

F 

we may write: 1) 

(los -(lOL - (lll{L + (.t.M L 

1:::.= F 

If we write (l = (.t' + RTln c we get: 

(.to S (.t1.11'L _(.t',U L - (.tloi + ET tn (ML) - Rl' Z'n (M L)(fh) 

I:::.=F+ F 

I 

(.te S f.L 0 L Rl' . RT 
I:::. = F -]i' +]i ln (ML) - F ln(ML)«(h)· 

The last term of this equation contains the above mentioned 
solubility product of the metal, which is indicated by L.ll, hence: 

. (34) 

Beside8 the solubility product of the metal and the metal ion 
concentration, also the thel'modynamic potentialof the electrons in 

(.t'e 

the metal and the term - F
L 

occur in this equation . 

. The last is independent of the concentration of the elertrons, and 
only dependent on the temperature and the nature of the soh'ent. 
Hence thi8 term has the same value for all metals. 

(.tos 
The term -- bas values fol' different metals whicb differ little 

}i' 

inter se. 

1) Here for shortness' sake we suppose the melal univalent, so v == 1. 
\ 
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(-to S - (10 S. 
The difference 1 2 is, namely, the potential difference, which 

F 
OCCIll'S when two metals come in contact, and which is always 
small in comparison with the potential difference metal-solution 

Though equation (34) is little s!1itable to indicate the potential 
difference between a metal and a solution, it gives a very simple 
relation for the potential diftèrence between ,two metals, e.g, Uu 
and Zn, which are each immel'ged in a solution of their ions. 

In this case we get, name!y, 

L.l. 1-L.l. 2 _-1n - t-n -" ,,_ RT (L.I12 ) Rl' l (111/ Ll) 
vF LiJI; vF M~ 

(35) 

tt'o L I (-to s 
because, _J and - are practicall \1 equal fol' the two metals. In 

F F J 

this it has been assumed that the valency v is the same for the two 
\ 

metals. 
When now tne concentration of both metal ions in solntion is 1, 

we get: 

(36) 

lt follows fl'om this that the diffel'ence between the normal potentials 
of two metals is equa! to 0.058,10 log of the ratio of the solubility 
produrts. , 

If the valency of the metal ions is diffel'ent, then 
Rl' R'l' 

1:::. 1 - 1:::. 2 = -" ln (LJl2 ) - -ln (LMJ (37) 
v/! vlF 

in general fol' (~IL) = 1. 
If we take the hydrogen electrode as zero point, tlll'Ollg'h which 

1:::. 2 becomes = 0, then: 
0,058 , 

1:::.. 1 = 0,058 10/og (LH2 ) - -v -IO/og (Lllli> . (38) 
I 

The nOl'mal potenüal of a metal with respect to H 2 = 0 is there
fore, exclusively determined by the solubility product of the metal 
and that of the hydrogen. By this lattel' we then understand the 
value which the prodllct (H') (fJ) has in a solution-which is satl11'ate 
with respect to hydrogen of one atmosphere. 

W'hen the solubility product of a metal was known, then by the 
aid of the known normal potentials we should be able to calculate 
the solubility products of all other metals. This, is, however, not 
the case. We may, ho wever, say that the most negative metall Lil 
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must have the geeaLest solubility product. Now' the COll('entration ot 
the metal ions and electrons can cel'tainIy not be greater in a 
solution than in the pure metal, when tbis is totaliJt ionized. The 
atomic weight of Li = 7, and the sp.g!'. about 0.6. Hence 1 litre 
of metallic Li weighs about 500 gr, and contains not quite 100 
geamatoms Li. Hence the concentration of the Li-ions cannot be 
greater than 100. The soIubility product of Li can, therefore, as 
(Li) = (0), not be greater than 104

• 

This vaIue, which is cel'tainly much too Iaege, on1y indicates a 
maximum vaIue.' The soIubiIity product will therefore alao be 
smaller than thi& vaIue, because the concentrations of the ions and 
electrons are smaller in the coexisting soIution than in the metal. 

By t11e aid of it we cau indicate an upper value for all other 
metals. For hydrogen we find e,g., b.Li - b.B2 being = - 3.0 : 

LH2 <10-48 

for silver, for which b.Lz - b.A ,! = - 3.8 becomes LA'! < 10-61
• 

It appears therefore from this that the ':iolubility produets of most 
metals have very small values. Even for a metal so strongly negative 
as Na LNa must be < 10-4

• -

Now it appears also from these values that a direct determination 
of the solubility products ls impossibie. 

As a metal that decomposes water, with formation of .hydrogen 
is more negative than hydrogen and L H2 < 10- 48

, only those metals 
are not attarked by water for which LM.< 19-48

, a value which 
is still lOuch smaller than th at of the least solubIe salts. 

6. Pola1'isation ancl Passivity. 

We shall now examine if it is possible thai a metal in which in 
case of nnary behaviour the ionisation equilibrium 

M~M+O 

exists, will allow of polarisation, resp. pa&sivation. For this purpose 
we consider the equations (:17 a) and (18a) 

b:. = _ Rl' ln ](lAr(Ms) . 
F (M'L) 

(17a) 

and b. = !!.!. ln ICl1(O~r.,), . . • . , . (18a) 
P (OL) 

From these relations follows: 

RT ln Klo(Os) = RT ln (M~ 
l/ (OL) F IC1l{.'(M's) 
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(8s)(M s) = J( . 

(fh)(Mj,) 

Now it should be stated here that the equations (17a) and (1Sa) 
always hold whether or no the coexisting metal and liquid phases 
are in internal equilibrium. 

Equation (39) says therefore that whf\ther the coexisting phases 
are in internal equilibrium or not, the quotient of the products of 
the concentrations of electrons and metal lons in the metal and in 
the coexisting liquid is a constant quantity at constant temperature 
and pressure. 

This equation (39) is of me to us III answering the question what 
\ 

wIl I happen when the metal is anodically dü,solved and the reaction 

jf~M'+8 

does not proceed quickly enough. so tbat thl'Ough the electrons being 
led off and the metal ions going into solution, the metal becórnes 
pooJ'er in both electric components. In this we must keep in view 
that these processes take plaee in such a way that the metal ions 
and the electrons in the metal al ways electrically neutralize each 
other with the exception of an exreedingly smaIl f,'action. 

We may, therefore, say that when the electron concentration (Os) 
hecomes n-times smaller, the same thing will happen with the metal
ion-concentration (M;~). It is fllrther clear that the circumstances 
may easily be chosen so that the metal-ion-concentration in the liquid 
(MI.) rernaills practically constant, from which then follows in con
nection with equation' (39) that the electron-concentration in the 
liquid lOL) must become n~-times as small. 

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that a deC1'ease of the electron 
concentration in t!te melal is (lttended with a still gl'eatel' decrease 
ot the elect1'on concentration in the coexisting liquid. 

Now that this has on ce been established, we can, with application 
of the equations (17 a) and (1Sa) immediately give an answer to the 
question in what way the poten.tial diffet'ellce will change when the 
concentratioll of the metal ions and electrons .diminishes in conse
quence of the ionisation proceeding too slowly as has been supposed 
here. It follows from (17 a) that w hen the concentration of the metal 
ions in the metal (.1118) beCOlnes smaller, the potential difference will 
become less negative or positive. 

The influence of a change of the electron concentration follows 
frorn equatiun (1 Sa). If the electron concentration in the metal 
diminishes l th en as we saw bef'ore l the electl'on concentration in the 
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coexisting liquid wiII diminish to a still greater degree, so that In (~~) 
I 

wiII become smaller negative or greater positiye. It is evident that 
the two eljuahons, if they are rOl'l'ect, must gi\Te the same l'esult, 
as is really the case here. 

Henre we have come fo the rOIlclusion in this way that a metal 
with the most simple cOIlstitution can exhitnt the phenomenon of 
anodic polal'isation, resp. passivity as weil and in virtue of the same 
cil'rumstanre as a more complicated metal. The said phenomena will 
present th~mselves for ever)' met al when the removal of metaI ions -
and electrons from the metal takes place mOl'e rapidly than iheir 
formation in the metall ). It is dear that a passivity brought about 
by chemical action, might be explained in exactly the same way 
when we considel' th at iOllS and electrons react chemically more 
quickly than nncharged atoms. We have not mentioned cathodic 
poladsation here, but it is cleal' that this phenomenon is to be expected 
here roo, and can then be explained according to the same principle. 
In a following communication the cases will be treated l'epresented 
~b.v the equations (2) and (3). 

The views given here are new, as far as we have been' able to 
ascertain. In our subsequent study of the literature we have only 
in one place come across statements which suggest that tlJe wl'Îter 
had views tending in the same dirertion in which the pt'oblem is treated 
here, bnt the thoughts were not elabol'ated. We allude here to a 
paper by HABEH and ZAWADSKY~); this paper ends with an "Anhang", 
and in this the statements above referred to are found. 

('1'0 he continueel). 
An01YJanic CTwmical Lahomt01'y of 

Amsterdam, Februal'Y 24, 1916. the University. 

Chemistry. - "On t!te ollotJ'opy of tTze ammonium Italides". II 3). 
By Dr. F. E. C. SCHEI!'FEH. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. 
HouEMAN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Feb. 26, 1916). 

10. The tmnsf01'mation heat of ammonium c1dol'ide at the tran
sition point. 

I have detel'mined the difference of energy of the two modifi('a-

1) From this must ensue that thc superficial electric conducLivJty of a metal 
must be smaller in the passive state than in the active staLe. 

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chem. 78, 2:28 (1 HU). 
3) First commuoication. These Proc. ~ VIU p. 446. 


